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Benefits

• Cloud-native, modular design
• Best-in-class, “look through” capabilities 
• Insights for asset allocation and rebalancing 
• More effective exposure management 
• Fully integrated data warehouse supporting
investment analysis 
• Innovative IBOR platform 
• Upstream and downstream third-party
interface efficiency 
• Effective CI/CD DevOps approach 
• Optimized client experience – flexible and
efficient modular design 
• Improved clarity for confidence in
investment decisions 
• Greater transparency for regulatory
compliance 
• Enhanced business agility & speed to market

US-based custodian and asset servicing
organization successfully grows their
international business with Rimes IDM 

As the Custodian’s business grew internationally, they found that
their legacy exposure management tools were no longer suitable
for their growing global customer base. Their customers’
investment policy requirements were becoming increasingly
complex, with weekly and daily rebalancing as well as multiple
regional and asset class-based nuances. Without the ability to
meet these requirements, the Custodian was at risk of losing
business to their competitors. They needed an investment data
management platform that would help them be more dynamic
and responsive to their customers, providing them with timely
information for rebalancing and allocations decisions as well as
an Investment Book of Record (IBOR). 

The Challenges

The Custodian’s data management and operations teams were also constrained by cumbersome legacy
systems and processes, with multiple manual touch points, which was limiting their ability to scale. They
wanted to streamline their data operations with automated processes and seamless integration with
upstream and downstream systems. 

CLIENT OBJECTIVE

A US-based custodian with more than $12 trillion
assets under custody and $1.2 trillion assets under
management on behalf of pensions, endowments
and sovereign wealth and wealth management
clients, with ambitions to grow their international
portfolio. 



The Rimes Solution

Allocated specific rules for short-term adjustments along with
industrialized data pipeline and automated asset workflow. 
Automated calculation of notional adjustments to support
proxying off futures.
Defined and scheduled index and adjustments that are
automatically calculated.
Support for private and other alternative assets with
commodity futures and other esoteric instruments.
Real-time simulation of notional adjustments, and the
corresponding impact on the respective investment model.

Institutionalized data pipeline and asset allocation workflow to
effectively execute their investment strategies.
Index adjustments captured with a position type of “index” in a
consolidated view.

Pre-trade compliance run real-time as trades are allocated to
track limit breaches
End-of-day compliance run to check market movements and
pro-actively alert customers

Rimes Investment Data Management (IDM) – a cloud-native
investment data management platform designed to meet
complex performance and exposure management requirements,
provide flexible asset allocation and rebalancing tools, integrate
with third-party fund accounting and performance management
tools and deliverable a reliable, real-time IBOR. 

Exposure management and asset allocation 

Rimes partnered with the Custodians front, mid and back-office
teams to implement Rimes IDM, the Custodian was able to better
understand their customers’ exposures within the confines of their
policies and make quicker, well-supported allocation decisions. Key
capabilities included: 

Investment Book of Record (IBOR) 
 

Compliance

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Faster access
to more accurate investment data
management information

Expansion of
business to regions
with more complex and active
investment management policies

About Rimes
Rimes provides transformative data
management and 
investment intelligence solutions to the
world’s leading investors and asset
managers. 

Driven by our passion for 
solving the world’s most 
complex data problems, we 
partner with our clients to help them
make better investment decisions
using accurate information and
industry leading technology.
 
Headquartered in New York
and London, Rimes serves its 
global clients through offices 
in Europe, Americas and 
Asia Pacific.

Find out more at rimes.com

To learn more about our solutions, please contact us at info@rimes.com

The Outcome
Post the implementation of Rimes IDM, the Custodian had faster
access to more accurate investment data management
information across their organization. This allowed them to
continue to expand their business to regions with more complex
and active investment management policies.
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